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hi guys i need help with my 1997 honda integra dc2 b18c2 its producing excessive white smoke when idling driving on first start up on first start up if i leave it to idle to warm temperatures it still smokes but if i drive it for maybe 10 minutes the smoke disappears ive taken it to honda fo, look for excessive loss of coolant white smoke in a diesel can be from air in the fuel system look for wet spots
around injector lines and the filter or from the engine not being warm enough to, black smoke at high idle step 2e smoke white excessive is the engine symptom smoke white excessive step 2e 1 check for engine coolant consumption is the engine using coolant step 2e 2 verify engine operating conditions when the white smoke complaint occurs does the white smoke complaint occur during an automatic or stationary, perform the following to determine if aerated fuel resolution resolved excessive white smoke condition start and run the engine run the engine at idle with a no load condition for approximately five minutes allowing the engine coolant to reach normal operating range visually inspect exhaust for excessive white smoke, i have a 2000 7.3 powerstroke it starts up fine idles ok but white smoke comes out of the tailpipe when i give it fuel i get a lot of white smoke and cant get the rpm much over 1500 i can let of the fuel and it will idle but its rough i had a lot of oil in the valley below the fuel bowl and the turbo the sleeve and nut on the ipr was missing, white smoke when the car is warmed up not so much when first starting it in cold weather usually means coolant is getting into the combustion chamber it doesn’t take much but if its white smoke has been going on for months without coolant loss i suspect you are right it isn’t the head gasket, exhaust color diagnosis blue gray smoke blue gray exhaust smoke is an indication of oil burning in the combustion chamber these are possible symptoms and causes valve seals leaking valve seals will cause blue gray exhaust smoke valve guides excessive clearance between the valve stem and the valve guide allows oil to leak past the gap into the cylinder, anytime you see excessive smoke or steam being produced from the exhaust pipe is means there is a problem the color of the smoke determines what system could be malfunctioning a small amount of smoke or steam from the exhaust pipe of the car is normal at start up or under power, diesel smoke tells you a story basically smoke from a diesel engine indicates that something is not right it should be taken as an indication that there is a problem existing or developing that will potentially shorten the engine life or result in unnecessary costs, white smoke occurs in a diesel engine when the diesel fuel goes through the engine and reaches the exhaust without having been burned this typically occurs due to the engine being too cool to burn the fuel often resulting from low compression in one cylinder problems with the fuel injection timing or a defective fuel injector, white smoke some white exhaust smoke is normal especially when you first start the car condensation can turn to vapor providing what looks like white exhaust but excessive white smoke likely means coolant is leaking into the engine combustion chambers this is usually caused by one or more of the following problems, let hot shot’s secret help you diagnose and solve your excessive white smoke issues with your 5.9 cummins before you go the mechanic try diesel extreme, excessive levels of oxygen within the combustion chamber can cause inefficient fuel burning and lead to the dense white smoke emanating from your chimney a licensed technician will need to examine and clean the burner’s internal components to remove particle buildup, white smoke occurs as a result of combustion temperature being so low that only partial combustion occurs and the partially burned fuel that exits the exhaust is in the form of a white vapory smoke technically the
white color is caused by the light scattering characteristics of the re condensed droplets of fuel unburned or partially burned, smoke white excessive is available in our digital library an online access to it is set as public so you can download it instantly our digital library saves in multiple countries allowing you to get the most less latency time to download any of our books like this one, black smoke is one of those general symptoms that seems to indicate a problem but which bears further investigation to figure out what the cause is really any smoke would fall into this category because you ve not just got black smoke there s also white diesel smoke and even blue diesel smoke, the causes of white exhaust smoke can vary however it is common to see white exhaust smoke when first starting a car especially on cooler days this is generally steam caused by condensation as the engine warms up and the condensation dissipates the white exhaust smoke steam is no longer seen, smoke from engine or exhaust inspection service you can learn a lot about the health and well being of your car from the color of its exhaust if its operating in tip top shape tailpipe emissions should be nearly undetectable, any type of change in the color of the smoke white smoke from exhaust for example is surely a sign that there is a problem with your beloved car the severity could be varying depending on the type of smoke the problem might be caused by condensation gathering and may not have any apparent implications, blue smoke blue smoke is caused by engine oil entering the cylinder area and being burned along with the fuel air mixture as with the white smoke just a small drop of oil leaking into the cylinder can produce blue smoke out the tailpipe blue smoke is more likely in older or higher mileage vehicles than newer cars with fewer miles, smoking is injurious to health and smoke from a cars exhaust is a symptom of an engine that is in poor health a petrol car billowing white smoke what could be the issue a diesel car belching out black smoke what is the problem we look at some common causes and suggested remedies for, perform the following to determine if aerated fuel resolution resolved excessive white smoke condition start and run the engine run the engine at idle with a no load for approximately 5 minutes allowing the engine coolant to reach normal operating range visually inspect exhaust for excessive white smoke, check if the white smoke excessive complaint is only occurring when the engine is cold and during cold ambient conditions some white smoke after a cold start in cold ambient conditions is not uncommon if white smoke persists once the engine has reached the minimum operating coolant temperature troubleshoot the white smoke complaint, the smoke should only be coming out in small amounts after you start your engine then after about 30 seconds to a minute the white smoke should clear up if this is the case then you have nothing to worry about read also the average cost of replacing throttle position sensor top 6 dangerous causes of a car blowing white smoke from exhaust, thin smoke white smoke coming from the back of your car can be ignored if it is thin like vapor this is probably coming because of normal condensation build up in your cars exhaust system especially if it has undergone damp or cold climate conditions, re excessive white smoke on startup easiest and luckiest fix is the air oil separator unfortunately a scored cylinder can be the reason as caman 9 reports with his dealers delicate
explanation about tolerances, ford f 350 super duty smoke from tail pipe due to failed egr valve 102
reports learn about this problem why it occurs and how to fix it, diesel smoke tells you a story diesel smoke like blowby and oil use is a worrying engine symptom which indicates that an engine is not running well and its service life is likely to be shortened considerably unless remedial action is taken basically smoke from a diesel engine indicates that something is not right, blue or white smoke coming from your engine usually indicates burning oil which can be caused by overfilling the crankcase with oil incorrect oil grades operating engine at greater than a 15 degree angle inoperative crankcase breather, a little white smoke that is odorless coming out of a cold four stroke engine is likely to be steam from condensation in the exhaust system and it wont last longer than it takes the pipes to warm up white smoke that comes out of a water cooled, we are also seeing problems with the later bosch piezo injectors that are causing white smoke at idle the vehicle builds up excessive white smoke at idle but then tends to clear on acceleration we have found that the nozzles dribble resulting in unburnt fuel for peace of mind send your injectors in for testing ask us for a quote, in this video i tell you what causes white smoke to come from a car exhaust the truth of the matter is that there are a few things that can cause white smoke but a blown head gasket is, what could cause a diesel engine to have excessive black smoke by richard rowe diesel enthusiasts often refer to their beloved powerplants by a title once considered more of an epithet than anything else the motor s oil burner moniker was once well earned as legions of trucks and trains would pour through the countryside spewing massive, 3 visually inspect exhaust for excessive white smoke a if the engine exhaust smoke emission appears normal no further troubleshooting is required shut down the engine b if the engine exhaust smoke emission is excessively white shut down the engine check for faulty fuel injector nozzle refer to section 14 11 5, white smoke white smoke often occurs when there is either too much fuel being injected into the combustion chamber or not enough heat to burn the fuel un burned fuel travels through the exhaust system amp exits out the tailpipe which will produce a scent of rich un burnt diesel, 5 causes of white smoke blowing from car exhaust 1 condensation this is a common occurrence especially in colder climates when its cold outside and you notice white smoke at startup then you probably have nothing to worry about, a common misconception is that the presence of gray or black smoke indicates a powerful engine actually it s a sign of lack of power blue smoke signals while white and black smoke are related to fuel problems blue exhaust is a sure sign that your engine is burning excessive oil, white smoke white smoke can be caused by either excess fuel or an internal coolant leak in your engine this is a case where youll probably want to call in the diesel pros but heres a diagnostic tip while the engine is smoking hold your hand over the exhaust outlet for 20 seconds or so dont restrict the exhaust just attempt to, oil burning creates blue smoke so what you saw was not oil white smoke indicates water in the combustion chamber which appears as steam excess oil in the crankcase can be bad if the crankshaft hits the oil and pounds it into a froth adding air to the oil and compromising the oil film between metal parts, any ideas excessive white
exhaust smoke disclaimer bimmerownersclub com is an independent bmw forum for owners of bmw vehicles the club is not part of bmw nor affiliated with or endorsed by bmw in any way the material contained in the forums is submitted by the general public and is not endorsed by bmw uk or bmw ag, caterpillar has also made iron modifications to help reduce white smoke using different pistons to increase the compression ratio or altering the opening and closing of valves can reduce white smoke too for example the 3208 marine engine rated 435 bhp 326 bkw has a camshaft that closes the inlet valves earlier, white smoke from a diesel engine could be normal when it is very humid and cold the engine is cold the glow plugs are not working to their full potential as long as the white smoke is not excessive, symptoms of a bad powerstroke injector white smoke is normal on startup but excessive white smoke could mean a loose injector or low compression black smoke black smoke is normal on hard accelerations but excessive black smoke means the fuel to air ratio is too high black smoke can also be attributed to restricted intake or exhaust or, lots of white smoke out of exhaust pipe hi i just saw your website and i really hope you can help sorry if im wasting your time i have a 1969 chevy impala had around 150 000 when i bought it it blows out gray or white smoke when i hit the gas not sure if im at a standstill, white smoke is a sign of a leaking head gasket or an injector stuck open the coolant level should be going down if it is the head gasket too much gas will cause black smoke and soot inside the end of the tail pipe, let hot shot s secret help you diagnose and solve your excessive white smoke issues with your 6 0 powerstroke before you go the mechanic try diesel extreme, white smoke can be caused by a couple of different things if there is only smoke on start up which goes away when the truck gets warmed up it is likely unburned fuel an injector with stiction, white smoke caused by unburned fuel passing through the engine some white smoke is normal on cold start ups excessive white smoke could be an indication of inoperative glow plugs loose injectors low compression from worn rings or bent connecting rods or coolant leak into the cylinders, when a lawn mower blows black smoke it s burning too much fuel you can usually correct this problem by cleaning the air filter blue or white smoke means the engine is burning oil most of the time the lawn mower smoke will stop on its own but if it doesn t you may need a lawn mower repair

Excessive White Smoke HELP Tech Help NZHondas com
April 7th, 2019 - Hi guys I need help with my 1997 Honda Integra DC2 B18C2 Its producing excessive white smoke when idling driving on first start up on first start up if i leave it to idle to warm temperatures it still smokes But if I drive it for maybe 10 minutes the smoke disappears Ive taken it to honda fo

What can cause white smoke from the exhaust answers com
April 19th, 2019 - Look for excessive loss of coolant White smoke in a diesel can be from air in the fuel system
Look for wet spots around injector lines and the filter or from the engine not being warm enough to

**Engine Acceleration or Response Poor • Engine Difficult to**
April 15th, 2019 - black smoke at high idle STEP 2E Smoke White Excessive Is the engine symptom Smoke White Excessive STEP 2E 1 Check for engine coolant consumption Is the engine using coolant STEP 2E 2 Verify engine operating conditions when the white smoke complaint occurs Does the white smoke complaint occur during an automatic or stationary

**EXCESSIVE WHITE SMOKE MBE 900 Workshop Manuals**
April 20th, 2019 - Perform the following to determine if aerated fuel resolution resolved excessive white smoke condition ? Start and run the engine Run the engine at idle with a no load condition for approximately five minutes allowing the engine coolant to reach normal operating range Visually inspect exhaust for excessive white smoke

**7 3 powerstroke white smoke comes out of the tailpipe RPM**
April 15th, 2019 - I have a 2000 7 3 powerstroke It starts up fine idles ok but white smoke comes out of the tailpipe When i give it fuel I get a lot of white smoke and cant get the RPM much over 1500 I can let of the fuel and it will idle but its rough I had a lot of oil in the valley below the Fuel bowl and the turbo the sleeve and nut on the IPR was missing

**Big Clouds of White Smoke and Not Head Gasket**
March 7th, 2019 - White smoke when the car is warmed up not so much when first starting it in cold weather usually means coolant is getting into the combustion chamber It doesn’t take much but if tis white smoke has beenn going on for months without coolant loss I suspect youare right it isn’t the head gasket

**Exhaust Color Diagnosis White Smoke Blue Black**
April 21st, 2019 - Exhaust Color Diagnosis Blue Gray Smoke Blue gray exhaust smoke is an indication of oil burning in the combustion chamber These are possible symptoms and causes Valve Seals Leaking valve seals will cause blue gray exhaust smoke Valve Guides Excessive clearance between the valve stem and the valve guide allows oil to leak past the gap into the cylinder

**How to Fix Exhaust Smoke In Under 1 Hour 2CarPros**
April 20th, 2019 - Anytime you see excessive smoke or steam being produced from the exhaust pipe is means there is a problem The color of the smoke determines what system could be malfunctioning A small amount of smoke or steam from the exhaust pipe of the car is normal at start up or under power

**Diesel Smoke tells YOU a Story...**
April 18th, 2019 - Diesel Smoke tells YOU a Story Basically smoke from a diesel engine indicates that something is not right It should be taken as an indication that there is a problem existing or developing that will potentially shorten the engine life or result in unnecessary costs

Why Does My Diesel Engine Have White Smoke Reference com
April 20th, 2019 - White smoke occurs in a diesel engine when the diesel fuel goes through the engine and reaches the exhaust without having been burned This typically occurs due to the engine being too cool to burn the fuel often resulting from low compression in one cylinder problems with the fuel injection timing or a defective fuel injector

Smoke Coming From Your Tailpipe Here’s What It Means
April 5th, 2019 - White smoke Some white exhaust smoke is normal especially when you first start the car Condensation can turn to vapor providing what looks like white exhaust But excessive white smoke likely means coolant is leaking into the engine combustion chambers This is usually caused by one or more of the following problems

5 9 Cummins Excessive White Smoke Issues Hot Shot s Secret
April 19th, 2019 - Let Hot Shot’s Secret help you diagnose and solve your excessive white smoke issues with your 5 9 Cummins Before you go the mechanic try Diesel Extreme

What Does It Mean When White Smoke Comes Out of Hunker
April 20th, 2019 - Excessive levels of oxygen within the combustion chamber can cause inefficient fuel burning and lead to the dense white smoke emanating from your chimney A licensed technician will need to examine and clean the burner’s internal components to remove particle buildup

What is white smoke Seaboard Marine
April 20th, 2019 - White smoke occurs as a result of combustion temperature being so low that only partial combustion occurs and the partially burned fuel that exits the exhaust is in the form of a white vapory smoke Technically the white color is caused by the light scattering characteristics of the re condensed droplets of fuel unburned or partially burned

Smoke White Excessive paraglide com
April 16th, 2019 - smoke white excessive is available in our digital library an online access to it is set as public so you can download it instantly Our digital library saves in multiple countries allowing you to get the most less latency time to download any of our books like this one

Diesel engine problems black smoke explained Oil Additives
April 20th, 2019 - Black smoke is one of those general symptoms that seems to indicate a problem but which bears further investigation to figure out what the cause is. Really any smoke would fall into this category. Because you've not just got black smoke there's also white diesel smoke and even blue diesel smoke.

**Causes of White Exhaust Smoke**

February 9th, 2012 - The causes of white exhaust smoke can vary, however, it is common to see white exhaust smoke when first starting a car, especially on cooler days. This is generally steam caused by condensation. As the engine warms up and the condensation dissipates, the white exhaust smoke (steam) is no longer seen.

**Smoke from engine or exhaust Inspection Service & Cost**

April 18th, 2019 - Smoke from engine or exhaust inspection service. You can learn a lot about the health and well-being of your car from the color of its exhaust. If it's operating in top shape, tailpipe emissions should be nearly undetectable.

**White Smoke From Exhaust Main Causes and How to Fix**

April 21st, 2019 - Any type of change in the color of the smoke white smoke from exhaust for example is surely a sign that there is a problem with your beloved car. The severity could be varying depending on the type of smoke. The problem might be caused by condensation gathering and may not have any apparent implications.

**Why do I have excessive white smoke from my exhaust?**

April 11th, 2019 - Blue smoke. Blue smoke is caused by engine oil entering the cylinder area and being burned along with the fuel air mixture. As with the white smoke, just a small drop of oil leaking into the cylinder can produce blue smoke out the tailpipe. Blue smoke is more likely in older or higher mileage vehicles than newer cars with fewer miles.

**Black smoke or white smoke from exhaust What’s wrong with**

March 2nd, 2015 - Smoking is injurious to health. And smoke from a car's exhaust is a symptom of an engine that is in poor health. A petrol car billowing white smoke – what could be the issue? A diesel car belching out black smoke – what is the problem? We look at some common causes and suggested remedies for.

**Excessive White Smoke Detroit Diesel Troubleshooting**

April 20th, 2019 - Perform the following to determine if aerated fuel resolution resolved excessive white smoke condition? Start and run the engine. Run the engine at idle with no load for approximately 5 minutes allowing the engine coolant to reach normal operating range. Visually inspect exhaust for excessive white smoke.

**5 9 Cummins I have white smoke and rough idle clears ASAP**
April 12th, 2019 - Check if the white smoke excessive complaint is only occurring when the engine is cold and during cold ambient conditions. Some white smoke after a cold start in cold ambient conditions is not uncommon. If white smoke persists once the engine has reached the minimum operating coolant temperature, troubleshoot the white smoke complaint.

6 Causes of a Car Engine Blowing White Smoke from Exhaust
April 21st, 2019 - The smoke should only be coming out in small amounts after you start your engine. Then after about 30 seconds to a minute, the white smoke should clear up. If this is the case, then you have nothing to worry about. Read also: The average cost of replacing throttle position sensor.

What does White Smoke from the Car Exhaust Mean
April 21st, 2019 - Thin smoke. White smoke coming from the back of your car can be ignored if it is thin like vapor. This is probably coming because of normal condensation build-up in your car's exhaust system especially if it has undergone damp or cold climate conditions.

Excessive white smoke on startup planet 9 com
April 19th, 2019 - Re: Excessive white smoke on startup. Easiest and luckiest fix is the air oil separator. Unfortunately, a scored cylinder can be the reason as Caman 9 reports with his dealers' delicate explanation about tolerances.

White Smoke From Tail Pipe on Ford F 350 Super Duty
April 15th, 2019 - Ford F 350 Super Duty Smoke From Tail Pipe Due to Failed EGR Valve. 102 reports. Learn about this problem, why it occurs, and how to fix it.

Diesel Smoke tells YOU a Story Cost Effective Maintenance
April 21st, 2019 - Diesel Smoke tells YOU a Story. Diesel smoke like blowby and oil use is a worrying engine symptom which indicates that an engine is not running well and its service life is likely to be shortened considerably unless remedial action is taken. Basically, smoke from a diesel engine indicates that something is not right.

White Blue Smoke From Lawn Mower Engine Briggs amp Stratton
April 20th, 2019 - Blue or white smoke coming from your engine usually indicates burning oil which can be caused by overfilling the crankcase with oil. Incorrect oil grades, operating engine at greater than a 15-degree angle, inoperative crankcase breather.

What does white smoke from motorcycle exhaust mean Quora
April 21st, 2019 - A little white smoke that is odorless coming out of a COLD four stroke engine is likely to be steam from condensation in the exhaust system and it won’t last longer than it takes the pipes to warm up. White smoke that comes out of a water cooled

Troubleshoot Diesel Engine Problems
April 20th, 2019 - We are also seeing problems with the later Bosch Piezo injectors that are causing white smoke at idle. The vehicle builds up excessive white smoke at idle but then tends to clear on acceleration. We have found that the nozzles dribble resulting in unburnt fuel. For peace of mind send your injectors in for testing. Ask us for a quote.

What Causes White Smoke From A Car Exhaust Car Problems
April 12th, 2019 - In this video I tell you what causes white smoke to come from a car exhaust. The truth of the matter is that there are a few things that can cause white smoke, but a blown head gasket is not one of them.

What Could Cause a Diesel Engine to Have Excessive Black Smoke
April 18th, 2019 - What Could Cause a Diesel Engine to Have Excessive Black Smoke by Richard Rowe. Diesel enthusiasts often refer to their beloved powerplants by a title once considered more of an epithet than anything else. The motor’s oil burner moniker was once well earned as legions of trucks and trains would pour through the countryside spewing massive

8 MBE900 03A PDF EXCESSIVE WHITE SMOKE
April 19th, 2019 - Visually inspect exhaust for excessive white smoke. a. If the engine exhaust smoke emission appears normal, no further troubleshooting is required. Shut down the engine. b. If the engine exhaust smoke emission is excessively white, shut down the engine. Check for faulty fuel injector nozzle. Refer to section 14 11 5.

Does White Smoke Mean Injector Problems Injectors Direct
April 19th, 2019 - WHITE SMOKE. White smoke often occurs when there is either too much fuel being injected into the combustion chamber or not enough heat to burn the fuel. Unburned fuel travels through the exhaust system and exits out the tailpipe, which will produce a scent of rich, unburnt diesel.

5 Causes of White Smoke Coming from Exhaust Startup
April 21st, 2019 - 5 Causes of White Smoke Blowing From Car Exhaust 1 – Condensation. This is a common occurrence especially in colder climates. When it’s cold outside and you notice white smoke at startup, then you probably have nothing to worry about.

Reading Smoke Signals on Tractors Successful Farming
February 27th, 2018 - A common misconception is that the presence of gray or black smoke indicates a powerful engine. Actually, it’s a sign of lack of power. Blue Smoke Signals While white and black smoke are related to fuel problems, blue exhaust is a sure sign that your engine is burning excessive oil.

Diesel Engine Smoke Blue Black or White boats com
February 6th, 2017 - White Smoke White smoke can be caused by either excess fuel or an internal coolant leak in your engine. This is a case where you’ll probably want to call in the diesel pros but here’s a diagnostic tip. While the engine is smoking, hold your hand over the exhaust outlet for 20 seconds or so. Don’t restrict the exhaust just attempt to.

I had put excess motor oil into a car White smoke started
April 20th, 2019 - Oil burning creates blue smoke so what you saw was not oil. White smoke indicates water in the combustion chamber which appears as steam. Excess oil in the crankcase can be bad if the crankshaft hits the oil and pounds it into a froth adding air to the oil and compromising the oil film between metal parts.

Any Ideas Excessive White Exhaust Smoke BMW X5 Series
April 18th, 2019 - Any Ideas Excessive White Exhaust Smoke DISCLAIMER bimmerownersclub.com is an independent BMW forum for owners of BMW vehicles. The club is not part of BMW nor affiliated with or endorsed by BMW in any way. The material contained in the forums is submitted by the general public and is not endorsed by BMW UK or BMW AG.

Cat What is Caterpillar Doing to Reduce White Smoke at
April 15th, 2019 - Caterpillar has also made iron modifications to help reduce white smoke. Using different pistons to increase the compression ratio or altering the opening and closing of valves can reduce white smoke too. For example, the 3208 marine engine rated 435 bhp 326 bkW has a camshaft that closes the inlet valves earlier.

What causes White smoke and engine blow by answers com
April 11th, 2019 - White smoke from a diesel engine could be normal when it is very humid and cold. The engine is cold, the glow plugs are not working to their full potential, as long as the white smoke is not excessive.

Symptoms of a Bad PowerStroke Injector It Still Runs
April 20th, 2019 - Symptoms of a Bad PowerStroke Injector. White smoke is normal on startup but excessive white smoke could mean a loose injector or low compression. Black Smoke Black smoke is normal on hard accelerations but excessive black smoke means the fuel to air ratio is too high. Black smoke can also be attributed to restricted intake or exhaust.
White Smoke Out of Exhaust MyHonestMechanic
April 19th, 2019 - Lots Of White Smoke Out of Exhaust Pipe Hi I just saw your website and I really hope you can help Sorry if I'm wasting your time I have a 1969 Chevy Impala Had around 150 000 when I bought it It blows out gray or white smoke when I hit the gas not sure if I'm at a standstill

Will a Bad Fuel Injector Cause the Exaust to Blow Heavy
April 20th, 2019 - White smoke is a sign of a leaking head gasket or an injector stuck open The coolant level should be going down if it is the head gasket Too much gas will cause black smoke and soot inside the end of the tail pipe

Excessive White Smoke Hot Shot’s Secret
April 18th, 2019 - Let Hot Shot’s Secret help you diagnose and solve your excessive white smoke issues with your 6 0 Powerstroke Before you go the mechanic try Diesel Extreme

Excessive White Smoke Caterpillar Issues
April 18th, 2019 - White smoke can be caused by a couple of different things If there is only smoke on start up which goes away when the truck gets warmed up it is likely unburned fuel An injector with stiction

7 3 white smoke on cold startup Colorado4x4 org Forums
April 18th, 2019 - White smoke Caused by unburned fuel passing through the engine Some white smoke is normal on cold start ups Excessive white smoke could be an indication of inoperative glow plugs loose injectors low compression from worn rings or bent connecting rods or coolant leak into the cylinders

Why Is My Lawn Mower Blowing Smoke Hunker
April 19th, 2019 - When a lawn mower blows black smoke it’s burning too much fuel You can usually correct this problem by cleaning the air filter Blue or white smoke means the engine is burning oil Most of the time the lawn mower smoke will stop on its own But if it doesn’t you may need a lawn mower repair
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